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(L to R) Professor of Computer Science and Engineering Bill Bauson stands with 
senior Justin Theien, who is the chief engineer for the new MagnITOsat project.




Taylor plans to construct a new build-
ing to house the bookstore, print shop 
and campus mail room on the north 
side of Reade Avenue.
The buildings currently housing 
the print shop and campus post of-
fice were designed for short-term use 
in the 1980s and have been patched up 
over time, according to Vice President 
for Business and Finance Stephen Ol-
son. They are in great need of repair, 
but those necessary repairs are not 
worth the money they would cost.
According to Special Assistant to 
the President Ron Sutherland, a new 
bookstore has been in the works for 
about nine months. Taylor realized 
the old Student Union, now called the 
Dome, is no longer the best location 
for the bookstore and started looking 
at alternative ideas for the store.
“There are two reasons for this proj-
ect,” Sutherland said. “(T)he current 
University Press and Campus Post Of-
fice facility is at the end of its useful 
Taylor is working out plans to build a new campus store                                                           
across the street, moving the campus store out of the old Student Union.
New bookstore in the works





Taylor University students hope to 
launch a new ThinSat satellite in Oc-
tober 2018.
The group was first brought togeth-
er by former Professor Emeritus of En-
gineering and Physics Hank Voss. Voss 
was involved in space science at a pre-
vious job, and it was there that he en-
countered a whole field of study called 
nanosatellites. Nanosatellites are typi-
cally cubes that are four by four by four 
inches. These cubes are then launched 
into space on rockets. Voss got involved 
an Air Force program called The Uni-
versity Nanosatellite program, which 
shaped the satellite club here at Taylor.
The nanosatellite from Taylor Uni-
versity was launched in April 2014. It 
went into orbit for several months un-
til it burnt up in earth’s atmosphere. 
Several classes worth of students con-
tributed to that project as early as 2011.
The current project, MagnITOsat, 
has Taylor University students col-
laborating with organizations such 
as Virginia Space and NASA. MagnI-
TOsat does not follow the old cube 
model; it is the size of a slice of bread. 
Such organizations have come up with 
the concept of these ThinSats to make 
satellite building easily accessible, 
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The Rev. Dave Pivonka, a Franciscan priest, 
spoke in chapel on Wednesday, April 4 as 






Franciscan priest, the Rev. 
Dave Pivonka, visits Taylor
Elyse Baron
Copy Chief
Standing on the Rediger Auditori-
um stage in sandals and a long black 
robe, he is not dressed as a typical 
Taylor chapel speaker.
A Franciscan priest, the Rev. Dave 
Pivonka visited Taylor as part of the 
Ray Fitzgerald Lectureship. Pivonka 
was aware his robes would mark him 
as someone different, asking facul-
ty and students throughout the day 
what they thought about his clothes. 
For the Catholic students and facul-
ty on campus, such a sight might not 
have been as unexpected as it was for 
the Protestants.
“Before Father Dave came, I said 
to some students, and I said to my 
faculty colleagues, ‘Going into chap-
el, close your eyes and just listen,’” 
said Tom Jones, department chair of 
history, global and political studies. 
“What you will hear is a sermon, or a 
Celebrating the similarities and differences
Photograph by Kassie Joviak
CELEBRATING continues on Page 2
life. . . . (And) the Campus Store no lon-
ger fits in the long term plans for the 
dome. We looked at these two facts 
and felt like creating a new space 
to house all three of these functions 
would be a good solution.”
Stephen Richardson, the manag-
er for the current Campus Store, will 
help implement the move and answer 
general questions about the project. 
He believes the new building will help 
add something to Reade Avenue and 
make the street more aesthetically at-
tractive. It will also free up the current 
store’s space in the Dome for the new 
plans Taylor has for that building.
Olson estimates the project will cost 
about $1.5 million, which will come 
from money Taylor has saved over 
time for building and repair needs. 
An exact price cannot be determined 
until design and material plans have 
been finalized. None of the funding 
will be borrowed; reserves for this kind 
of need have been built up on campus 
from the accumulation of operating 
margins over many years.
“Just like a person at home would 
save money for a roof eventually to 
be replaced, and things like that, 
we’ve done the same thing over time 
here,” Olson said. “We’ve built up re-
serves on campus to deal with these 
types of things when and if we have 
to do them. . . . You could think of 
it like we’re using some of our sav-
ings account.”
The current plan for location is the 
vacant ground between Wolgemuth 
Hall and the current University Press 
and Campus Post Office building, ac-
cording to Sutherland. A timeline for 
the project and the new store’s open-
ing have not yet been finalized.
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According to Director of Systems 
Program and Assistant Professor of 
Computer Science & Engineering Bill 
Bauson, about 53 schools are working 
on ThinSat satellites and they will all 
be sent into space on the same rocket. 
“Nobody's flown a satellite this size 
before,” Bauson said. “Another thing 
is, typically, when you launch a big 
communications satellite, it has three 
stages . . . (T)he satellite is in the third 
stage, but ours is in the second stage. 
So we’re going to launch it at 120 kilo-
meters, and we’re going to push those 
things into low earth orbit . . . and the 
main satellite payload will go on. With 
this satellite, it will travel at 17 thou-
sand miles an hour . . . and in two or 
three weeks they will burn up.”
The delivery system is not the only 
thing that makes MagnITOsat unique. 
It will be a tethered satellite: a method 
NASA experimented with in the 1990s. 
MagnITOsat will be connected to an-
other thinsat with a thirty foot cable 
which Muncie Delaware Robotics club 
(PhyXTGears) is developing — a high 
school and under group. The two sat-
ellites will communicate with light, 
similarly to how a remote control in-
teracts with a television. Such an ex-
periment has not been done before.
“Satellite communications are very 
tenuous,” said Professor of Comput-
er Science and Engineering Stefan 
Brandle. “A lot of things can go wrong, 
and it would be really terrible if you 
couldn’t talk to the satellite because 
you had made one dumb mistake that 
was an easily avoidable mistake. These 
things are always high risk . . . (Y)ou 
want to minimize that risk.”
The hope is that the cable will create 
power by flying through the earth’s mag-
netic field. If a current is run through the 
wire, it will create a magnetic field which 
in turn repels the earth’s magnetic field. 
“So we’re doing two things here,” 
said Bauson. “If we fly it through 
earth’s magnetic field, it could possible 
generate some power used to charge 
our batteries. Another is if we run a 
current through the wire and the two 
magnetic fields repel each other, it will 
create thrust, kind of like an engine. 
Satellites only last a couple of weeks, 
if we can produce enough thrust, we 
can keep it going longer.”
 In order for students to work on the 
project efficiently as a team, it is divid-
ed into different subsystems with pro-
fessors acting as advisors. The main 
systems are overseen by Program Man-
ager Jason Arlo. 
For chief engineer senior Justin 
Theien, the project is about gaining 
real-life experience.
 “I have learned different communi-
cation protocols, power optimization 
techniques, and data management al-
gorithms; all of which are helping me 
become a better embedded program-
mer,” Theien said.
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lecture, that will sound very familiar 
and will sound as though it is a ser-
mon being given by a very effective 
minister in the Evangelical Protes-
tant church.’”
While Pivonka illustrated the nu-
merous similarities between Catho-
lic and Protestant traditions, he also 
felt privileged to be a public repre-
sentative of the Catholic faith. For 
himself, Pivonka had not interacted 
greatly with non-Catholic Christians 
until when he was around 23 years 
old, which made the opportunity to 
introduce Protestant Christians to 
his faith even more appealing.
In chapel, Pivonka focused on how 
every person has a backpack to car-
ry. In a later talkback session, he con-
tinued the idea of respecting people’s 
individual stories, while also going 
into more depth about the Catho-
lic faith. Uniting humor with theo-
logical truth and Catholic tradition, 
Pivonka answered questions about 
saints, Mary, communion and his 
Photograph by Elyse Baron
The Rev. Dave Pivonka spoke in 
chapel on Wednesday, April 4, as part 
of the Ray Fitzgerald Lectureship. In-
spired by the life of Ray Fitzgerald, 
deceased husband of Taylor alumna 
Kristin Wolgemuth (’93), the Lecture-
ship is designed to bring understand-
ing and inspire celebration of both the 
similarities and differences between 
Protestant and Catholic traditions.
According to a document written by 
Professor of Philosophy and Religion 
Jim Spiegel, the three main goals of the 
Lectureship are “to increase our appre-
ciation for the insights and contribu-
tions of the Roman Catholic . . . heritage; 
to gain a greater understanding of Ro-
man Catholic spiritual practice . . . and 
to consider ways in which Protestants 
and Roman Catholics can work togeth-
er . . . in the public and private spheres.”
In its first few years, the Lectureship 
brought speakers to give presentations 
outside of chapel. More recently, the 
Lectureship has endeavored to devote 





Need  any  weekend  p lans?  Upcoming  l o ca l  even t s .
4/6 – 7 p.m. –9 p.m.
"AMALGAMATED"           
Senior Graphic Arts 
Exhibition
Tyndale Galleria and 
Metcalf Gallery
4/10 – 7:30–9 p.m. 
Indiana Wesleyan 
University Cham-
ber Concert & Piano 
Ensemble
Indiana Wesleyan Univer-
sity Baker Recital Hall




James Dean Memorial 
Theatre
Marion, Ind.
In the state of Indiana, alcohol  
is now legal for sale on Sundays.
4/11 – 10 a.m.–1 p.m.
Beverly Lewis Book 
Signing
1500 S. Western Ave. 
Marion, Ind.
Photograph provided by Carolina QuintanaThe Mexico spring break team enjoys the beach in Cancun.
4/13– 6 p.m. & 4/14– 5 
p.m.
Barton Rees Pogue Po-
etry and Arts Festival
Upland Community 
Church
(L to R) Freshman Andrew Freer, 
sophomore Celeste Pauta and senior 
Craig Faulkner scuba dive in Mexico.
(L to R) MAHE student Geoff Nelson, Shepherd intern Gavin Gortner, 
freshman Emily Waskom, sophomore Sophia Guo, sophomore Kayla 
Liggett, junior Angie Celaya, MAHE student Alana Dean, Shepherd host Phil 
Merki partnered with Shepherd Community Center in Indianapolis.
Photograph provided by Unsplash
Indiana's 200 year old law changes 
Hoosiers can now  
buy alcohol on Sundays
Clark Murray
Staff Writer
On March 4, something changed 
in Indiana history: a new law that 
has a potential impact on business-
es across the state.
For many years, Indiana was the 
lone state in one aspect — the sale 
of alcohol on Sundays. Yes, you may 
not believe it, but until just recently 
alcohol was not sold in any Indiana 
store on Sundays.
“You are my family now, you are a part of our tribe.”
Tribalism in Jordan
The Indy Star spoke to Execu-
tive Director of the Brewers of In-
diana Guild Rob Caputo, who sees 
both positives and negatives with 
the event.
The new bill, signed by Governor 
Eric Holcomb on Feb. 28, replac-
es that previously instated in 1816. 
Though other states changed many 
of their alcohol laws in 1933 by the 
21st Amendment, Indiana kept close 
to theirs.
Because of the church’s impact on 
Indiana, they decided to prohibit al-
cohol sales on Sunday unless you 
purchased from a microbrewery.
When asked what he thought of 
the law’s impact on campus, senior 
Mike Garrity said, “I think the im-
pacts will be marginal on campus, 
because the mass majority is not 
purchasing alcohol to begin with.”
Although there seems to be no im-
pact on campus directly, this is still 
a law to be noted. The signing of the 
bill signifies a new era that strays 
from values of the 19th century in 
which it was established.
Because of the minimal impact 
on campus, many of Taylor’s staff 
don’t have much of an opinion on 
the signing.
Jeff Aupperle, director of the 
Calling and Career Office, had this 
to say about the impact of the law 
on campus. 
“It has no impact,” Aupper-
le said. “It won’t change any-
thing, (w)on’t make anyone’s job 
any harder.”
While many in Indiana may feel 
indifferent towards the change, 
for many Hoosiers, this moment 
is one of celebration. Finally, peo-
ple can purchase alcohol for con-
sumption, and even for recipes 
being created, on Sundays.
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Exploring the cultural 
richness of the Bani Aissa 
Abigail Roberts
Contributor
An integral part 
of the Jordani-
an culture and 
society, tribal-
ism controls how 
many Jordanians 
live and identi-
fy themselves. Last Thursday, I was 
privileged, along with 20 others, to 
be a guest of the Bani Aissa tribe 
(Bani Aissa means “sons of Jesus” 
in Arabic).
For a full evening, we danced, ate, 
drank tea, laughed together, shared 
stories and sang around a fire. We 
were welcomed again and again by 
Ahmed Abu Nidal, the father of 12 
children and an esteemed grandfa-
ther figure in the Bani Aissa tribe. His 
brother Mohammad holds the hered-
itary position of tribal leader, known 
as sheikh.
Within Jordan, bearing the name 
and legacy of your tribe is an honor.
“We are one of the biggest tribes 
in Jordan,” said Aya, granddaughter 
of Abu Nidal. “We live in over three 
villages. . . . There are 11 branches 
in the tribe and each branch has a 
number of families. These connec-
tions help me a lot because I know 
someone everywhere.”
“You represent a tribe of thou-
sands,” said Nidal, son of Abu Nidal. 
“What you do reflects either posi-
tively or negatively on the tribe as a 
whole. The tribe holds you to a high-
er standard.”
Along with tribes such as the Beni 
Sakhr and the Bani Hamida, the 
Bani Aissa tribe is just one of doz-
ens spread across the nation of Jor-
dan. Based primarily in tribal areas, 
the tribes of Jordan are considered 
by many as the purest representa-
tion of Jordanian culture and tradi-
tion. In Jordan, more so than some 
other countries in the region where 
Tribalism in Jordan
ethnic and religious conflicts have 
dominated politics, tribalism plays 
an extremely significant role in the 
political process.
When an issue arises within a tribe, 
they seek to first peacefully solve it 
among themselves. In almost all cas-
es tribal law takes precedence over 
civil law. For example, if a man is 
caught harassing a woman, in some 
cases tribal leaders will force him to 
pay 1/3 of his total wealth to her to 
make amends. Aya described how 
she always feels safe and protected. 
She can always rely on her tribe to 
be by her side.
Another example of tribal engage-
ment in civil law is engagements. A 
man demonstrates his tribe’s pow-
er and his respect for his future wife 
by bringing as many males from his 
tribe as possible to what is called a 
“fatwa.” The bride’s male relatives 
meet with the groom’s male relatives 
to agree on the marriage.
“When I went to ask for my wife’s 
hand(,) I brought over 800 men with 
me,” Nidal said. “I rented buses to 
take them to Amman for the ‘fatwa.’ 
It was like a family outing.”
King Hussein, the late king 
of Jordan and a member of the 
Hashemite ruling tribe of Jordan, 
publicly supported the role of the 
tribe and tradition.
"Whatever harms tribes is con-
sidered harmful to us,” Hussein said. 
“Law will remain closely connected 
to norms, customs, and traditions. . 
. . Our traditions should be made to 
preserve the fabric of society.”
The current ruler, King Abdullah, 
has emphasized that the tribe is a ba-
sic pillar of this society.
As we reluctantly stood up to leave, 
Abu Nidal rose and repeated his hos-
pitable welcome for the third time.
“You are my family now, you are a 
part of our tribe,” Abu Nidal said. “If 
anything happens to you(,) we will 
take you in. Welcome, welcome, wel-
come, it is and will always be a privi-
lege to have you in our home.”
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own personal journey to becoming 
a Franciscan. To Pivonka, saints 
are a mosaic of examples for peo-
ple to follow on their own journeys 
of faith.
“What we’re asking is for the par-
ticular saint to intercede for us,” 
Pivonka said. “. . . So, saints are ex-
amples of faith. They are men and 
women who have gone before us 
that have done it right. And we can 
learn from looking at their life. And 
we believe as Catholics that they can 
intercede for us. . . . How is it that St. 
Anthony always knows where peo-
ple’s keys are? I don’t know, but he 
does. I don’t know how you find your 
keys without his help.”
To Pivonka, the platform provid-
ed by the Fitzgerald Lectureship 
was not one for him to attempt to 
convince people to move from Prot-
estant to Catholic faith but an op-
portunity for him to share his story 




Junior Samantha Carlson paints 
houses during her trip to Houston.
Photograph provided by Josie Starkey
Photograph provided by Carolina Quintana
Photograph provided by Angelique Celaya
Photograph provided by Maggie Cripe
Photograph provided by Maggie Cripe
Photograph provided by Jared Davenport
(L to R) Sophomore Molly Pile, freshmen Usha K and Maggie  
Cripe and junior Teagan Rowley get their hands dirty in Mexico. 
Juniors Abigail Crump and 
Anna Streed participate in 
crafts with Russian children.







Erica Morman & 
Becca Eis
Contributor & Features Editor
For most, honeybees evoke fear, 
but for Dean of Students Jesse 
Brown, the contrary occurs.
Brown began beekeeping in the 
spring of 2016 after reading a book 
titled “A Beekeeper’s Lament.” This 
book covered the stories of var-
ious beekeepers, from a large-
scale beekeeper to a simple man 
in his backyard.
“(The book) made me realize 
that beekeeping is alike to spiri-
tual disciplines in the sense that 
you’re having to steward some-
thing,” Brown said. “You are hav-
ing to create space for it to grow 
and prosper. The same is required 
for our spiritual walk. We have to 
create space for God to work and 
be patient enough to allow Him to 
fulfill His will through us.”
He joined a small co-op of people 
who had bees, rabbits and chickens. 
They began with one hive, but the 
bees died by the following winter. 
Brown has found fellowship in 
the community of beekeepers. Bee-
keepers he encounters are always 
willing and excited to discuss the 
hobby and provide any advice they 
may have to offer. 
“(Beekeeping) tends to attract 
intentional people,” Brown said. 
“It’s like everybody being a fan of 
the same obscure band.”
After moving to Upland, Brown 
obtained another hive, which pro-
duces about 12 gallons of honey 
each season, which he keeps, gives 
away or sells. Beekeeping is sim-
ply a hobby for Brown, not a way 
to make money.
According to Brown, the most 
important aspect of checking up on 
the bees is making sure they are re-
turning to the hive.
“Beekeeping caused me to notice 
the world around me,” Brown said. 
“After caring for bees, you realize 
that you are not the only person 
on your little piece of property. It 
is such an observable science. You 
can just open up the lid and watch 
as the different stages of develop-
ment. To see all the honey you’ve 
watched them make cover a table 
in little jars is pretty cool. You also 
get to experience what your yard 
tastes like.”
Brown noted the observable 
growth of honeybees aligns with 
the observable growth of our-
selves and those around us when 
nurtured with tenderness and care. 
Community does not merely result 
from conversation and activity, but 
a conscious decision to press into 
the souls of those we encounter 
on a daily basis. Uncovering hid-
den aspects of people’s stories re-
quires effort. It requires patience. 
It requires boldness.
According to Brown, approach-
ing a beehive requires courage 
because of the inherent danger in-
volved. Just as courage is required 
to approach a hive, courage is re-
quired to approach Christ with a 
willing heart. Both beekeeping and 
life demand concentration and ob-
servation. Failing to exercise ei-
ther of these attributes results in 
the failure of a hive, a friendship 
or even an opportunity. Beekeeping 
teaches that results do not always 
reflect the time and effort one put 
forth; therefore, faith and patience 
is required.
“Overall, I’ve learned that bee-
keeping is the art of creating 
space,” Brown said. “What you fill 
that space with is what matters.”
echo@taylor.edu
A look into Michael 
Harbin's time in the Navy
Jed Barber
Contributor
Faith, family and learning: one man 
balanced it all in the midst of mili-
tary service.
The chair of Taylor University’s Bib-
lical Studies, Christian Ministries and 
Philosophy department and Profes-
sor of Biblical Studies has the bearing 
of a kindly grandfather. The book-
shelves of his office cover an entire 
wall, and another wall holds his var-
ious academic diplomas and degrees.
Michael Harbin appears unmis-
takably as an academic. With this 
demeanor, one might assume him to 
be timid, but he holds a distinct re-
solve and grit common of many men 
who have served in the military.
Harbin has spent most of his pro-
fessional career as a college professor, 
but his prior job experience extends 
far beyond the academic circle. As a 
teenager, he worked as an engineer 
for the United States Navy for sever-
al years.
Harbin’s military career began with 
piloting helicopters, but he worked 
behind a desk for a majority of the 
time he served. He later began man-
aging around 200 workers in the 
Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance 
Department where he assured Navy 
aircrafts were properly cared for 
and repaired.
During this chapter of his life, Har-
bin was stationed in Spain, where his 
wife gave birth to their first daughter. 
Not only did Harbin’s military ser-
vice wear upon his family, it also 
placed a great deal of strain upon his 
own mind. He had to manage inordi-
nate amounts of stress while working 
two jobs and participating in gradu-
ate school. However, he managed 
to cope with all the mental attacks 
he faced.
The Navy administration recog-
nized Harbin’s aptitude for leader-
ship, and he eventually felt the pull 
toward teaching. The Navy spon-
sored him in taking multiple lead-
ership and management courses 
during the years he served. Here, he 
gained a variety of new skills that 
have better equipped him for his cur-
rent positions.
Eventually, Harbin left active 
duty to begin pursuing his doctor-
ate. While working his way through 
graduate school, he supported his 
family by working various jobs as a 
waiter. He feels his stint as a wait-
er gave him a unique window into 
people’s lives because he saw all 
manners of people form their best 
to their worst.
While working in restaurants and 
completing graduate school, Har-
bin continued to serve his coun-
try through the Navy reserve and 
traveled regularly to do various odd 
jobs for the Navy. However, by the 
grace of God, he prevailed through 
the busyness of that season.
Throughout Harbin’s profession-
al career, he devoted an enormous 
amount of time to academic and 
professional pursuits. For many, this 
means obligations like family would 
take a backseat to other priorities.
“My job had an affect, but I tried to 
maintain a priority on the family,” Har-
bin said.
He could not give as much atten-
tion to his family as he wanted to, but 
he still maintained solid relationships 
with his wife and children.
To properly nurture his relation-
ships with his family members, Har-
bin ensured that certain practices 
took place whenever possible.
“We would make sure to have holi-
days, bonding times, family meals and 
family devotions,” Harbin said. “I’d 
also try to promote my wife in front 
of the kids, especially when I was be-
ing sent all over the world.”
Despite the various challenges Har-
bin’s family faced during this chapter 
of his career, he and his wife have now 
been married for almost 47 years. He 
still has close relationships with each 
of his children. He remains in close 
contact with them, and he spends 
time with his oldest daughter regu-
larly in Indianapolis.
Through all seasons of his life, Har-
bin found his comfort in the Lord’s 
provision. Early on during his time in 
the military, he developed the habit 
of having a quiet time with God and 
Scripture every day. His wife followed 
in this habit, and she observed that 
this practice significantly sustained 
him through seminary and his doc-
torate studies.
His sense of faith also influenced the 
way he applied himself to his work.
 “I think the main thing is, my faith 
instilled in me a strong sense of integ-
rity and character,” Harbin said.
He always made every effort to do 
his best work in any job he started.
Throughout his long career, Harbin 
always strove to honor his God and 
fellow man. In all of his adversity and 
triumph, he firmly believes that it is 
not his story, but the credit for his life 
belongs wholly to God.
echo@taylor.edu
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Study, serve and stand firm like a sailor 
Jesse Brown, dean of students, checks on his bees’  
development. Brown currently observes two hives of his own.
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“To see all the honey you've watch them make 
cover a table in little jars is pretty cool. You 
also get to experience what your yard tastes 
like.” 
Passion for pollination
Photograph provided by Jesse Brown
Before becoming a professor, Michael 
Harbin served in the Navy as a engineer, 
pilot and aircraft maintenance manager. 
Pictured in his uniform, Harbin stands along the Suez Canal in Egypt where he was a part of the mine-clearance  
operation after the 1973 “October War.” The ship in the background was scuttled by the Egyptians to block the canal during the war.
Passion for pollination
Photograph provided  by Michael Harbin
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They are not  
so crazy after all
Drew Shriner
Staff Writer
Speakers often use running stories 
to illustrate an important point of 
their speech. The comparison of peo-
ple being crazy to run is often heard, 
garnering polite chuckles from audi-
ences nationwide.
However, many do enjoy long-dis-
tance running. Even more shocking-
ly, most of them are not “crazy.” It 
begs the question “What, then, is the 
true value of running, and why are so 
many people missing it?”
Long-distance running is well-
known for its physical benefits; it is 
a great form of aerobic exercise that 
allows one to maintain a high fit-
ness-level. However, there are many 
other forms of aerobic exercise that 
create less strain on the body, such 
as cycling and swimming.
For many, being a part of a cross 
country team is a key motivation for 
running long distances. The communi-
ty that forms from running together is 
one of the many benefits that Taylor’s 
men’s cross country coach Lance Van-
derberg sees in running long distances.
“Running on a team is exciting be-
cause of the shared goals of the group 
and the community that forms over 
the course of many miles,” Vander-
berg said.
However, for most on Taylor’s cam-
pus, being on the cross country team 
is not an option.
Still, there are more benefits to run-
ning alone. Freshman Jack McNeil, 
who is currently training for a mara-
thon, enjoys running alone to destress 
or listen to music.
“I usually listen to music when I run 
alone, but I do use running when I’m 
stressed or stuck when I’m writing a 
paper and I don’t know where to go 
with it, I’ll run,” McNeil said. “Just 
clear my head. Come back.”
Unfortunately, long-distance run-
ning is not an option for some due to 
health reasons.
Junior Nathan Margosian, who is 
not medically cleared to run after 
suffering a concussion last year, has 
found cycling to be an enjoyable al-
ternative to running.
“In the winter, (I use the) stationary 
bike and the stair climber with weights 
on my back, and when it’s warm out I 
like cycling outside, and I do a lot of 
backpacking,” Margosian said.
There are plenty of alternative types 
of aerobic exercises to running on 
Taylor’s campus, such as swimming 
in the Eichling Aquatics Wing pool 
in the Kesler Student Activities Cen-
ter (KSAC).
Vanderberg encourages students 
to participate in many different types 
of aerobic exercise.
“There are plenty of great ways to 
exercise, and I think it is important for 
individuals to get aerobic exercise in a 
way that is enjoyable for them,” Van-
derberg said. “My advice would be to 
try lots of things, including running.”
The key to beginning long-distance 
running is to start at a doable dis-
tance. Many individuals find running 
multiple miles to be overwhelming, 
and do not even begin. It is import-
ant to build up to such long distanc-
es. Taylor’s campus has several great 
places to start. The KSAC’s indoor 
track is approximately an eighth of a 
mile around, and the Vayhinger Loop 
is 1.15 miles around. 
If you are interested in a race, the 
upcoming Furry 5k is an excellent 
opportunity to begin long-distance 
running. The race costs $5 for an 
individual and $10 for a family. All 
proceeds go to the Humane Society. 
The 5k is on April 14 at 10 a.m. at the 
LaRita Boren Campus Center. You 
can register online, in the Hodson 
Dining Commons or on race-day.
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A safe space to discuss 
intersectionality
Victoria Lawson & 
Caroline Shapley
Staff Writers
Women’s Week events were held on 
March 14 and 15, but the hosting club 
called For Audre hopes conversation 
will continue beyond Women’s His-
tory Month.
 For Audre, an initially exclusive 
book club for discussing women’s 
issues and intersectional feminism, 
is now extending a campus-wide 
welcome to anyone — including 
men — who would like to engage in 
these conversations.
The co-facilitators of this club are 
senior Tiless Turnquest and sopho-
more Stephanie Mithika. 
Turnquest started For Audre infor-
mally in March 2016, but made it an 
official club under the Office of Inter-
cultural Programs (OIP) umbrella last 
semester in August. Turnquest was 
inspired to start the club after enjoy-
ing a discussion group on a missions 
trip in the Dominican Republic. Her 
friends encouraged her to continue 
similar discussions on campus and 
For Audre was born, named after fem-
inist icon Audre Lorde. 
“The purpose of these discussions 
is basically for people to become 
conscious of the fact that their lived 
experience is not the only lived ex-
perience,” Turnquest said. “So, it can 
be sometimes difficult to engage with 
those who are different form you, so 
we’re not necessarily trying to shape 
or change anyone’s beliefs, but just ex-
pose them to difference. Because as 
Christians we are called to love ev-
eryone, and if you’re only able to love 
someone who looks exactly like you in 
terms of physicality or mentally, then 
you’re going to live a limited life.”
According to Mithika, For Au-
dre hopes to primarily reach wom-
en processing identity development 
pertaining to their gender, sexuality 
and faith. Their goal is to give curi-
ous women and men a space to wres-
tle with these concepts and educate 
themselves with others.
For Audre helped coordinate Wom-
en’s Week on campus, which cele-
brated Women’s History Month with 
students wearing black badges and 
T-shirts encouraging female em-
powerment and engaging in campus 
events. Outside of Women’s Week, 
however, For Audre’s goal is to culti-
vate a safe space for dialogue about 
gender, sexuality, race and other iden-
tity issues. 
The two events For Audre hosted 
during Women’s Week were Wednes-
day night’s Womani-tea gathering in 
Larita Boren Campus Center and 
Thursday night’s Why Feminism? 
panel discussion in Cornwall.
 Womani-tea encompassed the cel-
ebration of women and womanhood. 
This was done through art, poet-
ry and narrative storytelling. It pro-
vided a time of reflection for what it 
means to be a woman and the journey 
of walking into womanhood. 
 Mary Anleitner, a senior creative 
writing major, shared written work 
at the WomaniTea. She shared part 
of her senior project, which is cen-
tered around the feminine identity, 
as well as other works. Anleitner ac-
knowledged the vulnerability that 
comes with sharing a piece of per-
sonal writing.
“It’s more of a time of bonding 
of women being like, ‘Oh, yeah, I 
Students benefit from long-distance running
Sophomore Chad Veal enjoys the spring weather by running around Vayhinger Loop.
Photograph by Tim Hudson
Book club continues discussion beyond Women’s Week




Let’s say this is you: you’ve tried all 
the grinders in the student center; 
you have them every night. They’re 
your favorite meal, but with only 
three flavors available, it’s just not 
as magical as it once was. You want 
to expand your grinder outlets, but 
just don’t know where to go. Well, you 
now know where: Mancino's Pizza 
and Grinders.
This joint has the seating space for 
your wing with lovely neon lamps and 
walls lined with T-shirts of the restau-
rant a la Ivanhoe’s. A variety of one 
dollar bills with funny phrases and 
drawings line the walls just behind 
the cashier. There’s an open door-
way which leads to Mancino’s Sweet 
Shop next door, which specializes in 
ice cream and other sweet things. If 
you have room for dessert, be sure to 
mosey on over there for some extra 
frozen dairy in your diet.
 While this restaurant has pizza 
and other classic Italian foods, the 
grinders are where this place shines. 
You have the choice between a half or 
whole order, but don’t be fooled by the 
name “half.” The half orders are eight 
inches long, while the whole orders 
are sixteen inches. With all the ingre-
dients packed into a half order grind-
er, you’ll get full faster than you might 
think. Half of the full orders range from 
$5–$6, while whole orders range from 
$9–$10. Here’s a tip: split a whole order 
with another person to split the bill!
Mancino’s Pizza and Grinders is 
located at 5492, 4116 W Bethel Ave, 
Muncie, IN, and is open daily from 11 
a.m.–9 p.m.
 Pros: There are so many poten-
tial taste-bud pleasers here, you’ll be 
coming back here more than once. 
The list of grinders has 30 options. 
There is also a list of pizzas that are 
appetizing, with salads and an exten-
sive list of sides as well.
 Cons: Be careful what you order. 
The grinders are really messy and tend 
to fall apart due to all the ingredients 
— you need both hands to keep them 
in order. While this place has its 
class, it might not be a hot spot for a 
first date, unless you’re comfortable 
enough to get a little sloppy. 
echo@taylor.edu
Mancino’s Pizza and Grinders has a welcoming atmosphere for its customers.
Photograph by Chrysa Keenon
Women discuss important topics and seek to empower  
one another at their weekly meeting in the OIP office.
Photograph by Tim Hudson
experienced that too,’ and then grow-
ing together and talking about it,” An-
leitner said.
In creating her work and sharing 
her story, Anleitner acknowledged 
some events and choices in her 
life which have shaped her ideas of 
womanhood. 
 “You don’t need a career to be a 
whole person,” Antleitner said. “A lot 
of times I think it’s either you do that 
stay-at-home mom thing or you’re 
the career woman. You don’t actual-
ly need both —  or either — to be a 
whole person and I think that’s just 
like what feminine identity is about 
— what anyone’s identity is about 
— is finding out you’re actually a 
whole person.”
  Thursday’s event, Why Femi-
nism?, included a panel of speakers 
who delved into what feminism is and 
why it is important.
“There aren’t that many vocal or 
outright feminists on campus, espe-
cially with faculty and staff, so it was 
a bit of a challenge to find staff that 
could speak for that event,” Mithi-
ka said.
After putting together Thursday’s 
Why Feminism, the co-facilitators 
acknowledged the challenge they 
experienced in trying to find a male 
voice for the discussion. Troy Ti-
beri, former hall director, agreed to 
speak as a male voice at the Thurs-
day night panel.
 Tiberi was hesitant at first be-
cause he wanted to make sure a 
male speaker wouldn’t be seen as a 
threat to the voices of women at the 
event. However, Tiberi was assured 
his thoughts would be beneficial to 
the conversation and was welcomed 
on the panel.
For Audre’s presence on campus 
during Women’s Week sparked con-
versation and inspired both men and 
women to discuss identity issues.
Junior Caitlin Jacques values what 
For Audre has taught her and believes 
the club is doing important work. She 
feels that the club has helped her 
change the way she perceives herself 
and the people she interacts with on 
a daily basis.
Jacques hopes to see more atten-
dance and encourages other students 
to get involved, even if they might feel 
uncomfortable at first. She wants to 
invite students who are unsure about 
For Audre to come anyway with a 
teachable heart.
“The leaders (Turnquest and Mithi-
ka) recognize that not everyone’s 
going to be an expert in feminism,” 
Jacques said. “Come willing to learn 
and you’ll always be welcome.”
For Audre meets in the OIP office 
Mondays at 8 p.m. Contact Turnquest 
at @tiless_turnquest@taylor.edu for 
more information.
echo@taylor.edu
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Sophomore Sam Barrett shows 
off her Women’s History Month 







Students share spring 
break horror stories
Compiled by   
Lauren Rink
Life & Times Co-Editor
Spring break can be a time of good 
memories with friends or family. 
However, every so often, something 
out of the ordinary happens. Check 
out these stories from a few of your 
fellow Taylor students:
Brooke Harrison | Freshman
It was spring break of my junior 
year of high school when my fami-
ly and I embarked on our cruise to 
some islands in the eastern Caribbe-
an. Spring break trips have the rep-
utation of causing people to make 
some very dumb decisions; I regret-
fully had become one of those people 
three years ago.
Over the span of this seven day 
cruise, there had been one guy that 
kept catching my eye. I had seen him 
all over the boat during the days by the 
pool, dinner in the evenings and wan-
dering the ship at night. It wasn’t until 
half way through our trip on day num-
ber four when he introduced himself 
to me. I was absolutely smitten that an 
older guy with a cute southern accent 
started hitting on me.
Over the next few days, I hung out 
with him and his friends playing card 
games, swimming and discovering the 
night life of the boat. It was very obvi-
ous that this guy liked me, and I have 
to admit I was loving the attention. On 
the last night of the cruise, he walked 
me to my room and kissed me. I felt so 
excited but so terrible all at the same 
time — I had just let a guy that I had 
known for only three days kiss me.
After the boat docked the next 
morning, my family and I loaded into 
the car to head back to Chicago. I fi-
nally had service for my phone after a 
week of not being able to use it, so of 
course I had to look up this mystery 
guy on social media. To my surprise, 
this guy had many photos on his Ins-
tagram feed with this one specific girl. 
I didn’t have to stalk too hard to figure 
out that it was his GIRLFRIEND (some-
one he never informed me of). I was 
appalled to figure out that I had been 
played by a guy who was in a relation-
ship. As if that wasn’t bad enough, it 
came to my attention that his girl-
friend and I have the SAME NAME. 
Maybe this sleazy spring break guy 
has a thing for girls named Brooke?
Tori MacDonald | Freshman
Growing up, my family would go 
camping at a state park in Destin, 
Florida, with a bunch of friends for 
spring break every year. One of the 
“You don't need a career to be a whole person.”
Book club continues discussion beyond 
Women's Week
@josh.munoz13 
Out here with the squad... #bombsquad #roadtotech
April 6, 2018
Freshman Janel Reichert poses as a student trapped in chilly Indiana for spring break.
William Silas Vinson @svinthekid
Me: "Hey what classes are you 
taking this semester?" #TaylorU 
student from Chicago: "OKAY 
BUT CHICAGO IS OBJECTIVELY 
ONE OF THE BEST CITIES IF 
NOT THE BEST"
Becca Robb @becca_robb
You know you're in Indiana when 
it's too cold for a rain jacket but 
too rainy for your fluffy winter 
coat. #tayloru
Emily Beachler‏ @EmBeachler17 
On Fort Myers beach and I run 
into a students from Taylor... for a 
school of only 2,000 we sure are 
everywhere... #tayloru
Emily Rose Little‏ @EmRoseL14   
The DC is over here telling me 
there's 38g of sugar in my grape 
juice, ruining my night #tayloru
Annika Nord @annika_nord
"First it's getting coffee, then it's 
getting married" -Ellen Durling 
#TaylorU
Olivia Miller @OliiviaaMillerr 
A tip to anyone who wants 
to get into the health center 
when they're full: Tell them you 
have mono. Works every time. 
Especially when you think you 
actually do have it because you 
accidentally ate after someone 
with mono. #tayloru
Maddy Martinson @madelynm2017
My favorite part of Airband was 
when a little kid in the audience 
yelled out "Christmas!!" at the 
beginning of our performance of 
Stranger Things... Wonder what 
he's thinking now... #tayloru 
Make sure to #tayloru  
to feature your tweets!
Photograph provided by Samantha Rios
Sometimes, spring break leaves you broken
@amandahotte 
Indiana Indiana Indiana FREEZE!
Junior Camden Johnson shows off his ‘dirt lines’ after going a week without a shower.
Photograph provided by Camden Johnson
CHECK OUT THESE
STUDENT DEALS
available to you with Taylor student ID
(765) 998-7456 
863 SOUTH MAIN STREET, 
UPLAND, IN 46989
Located in the Marathon Gas 





drink with the 
purchase of 
a Noble Roman 
Personal Pizza. 
Chicken curry, 
rice and bread 
combo for
 $6.49
annual traditions was something we 
liked to call “crabs on the belly.” 
The name is pretty self explanatory, 
but long story short the whole group 
of us (around 25 people) would go 
looking for ghost crabs on the beach 
late at night and round them up in 
a bucket. We would then proceed to 
lay down one at a time and someone 
would place a crab of your choosing 
on your bare belly. Not being one to 
miss out on the action, I decided to 
partake in the festivities. I picked the 
biggest crab in the bucket (I must 
have been thinking along the lines of 
“go big or go home”) and laid down for 
them to put in on my stomach. 
Now, normally the crab will just 
scuttle off and run away into the dark, 
but this one had other plans. In what 
I see as seeking revenge, it stuck its 
claw out and pinched my (very sun-
burnt) stomach, which resulted in 
a lot of pain and embarrassment as 
everyone in the group was circled 
around with flashlights pointed at 
me, watching. So, moral of the story: 
you probably shouldn’t put a crab on 
your belly, and if you do, don’t pick 
the biggest one. There’s a reason it’s 
survived to be as big as it is.
(No crabs we harmed in the mak-
ing of this story . . . but a human was!)
Thom Parrish | Junior
Last spring break I was trying to 
go visit my friend in Florida, and 
had a layover in LaGuardia Airport 
in Queens, New York. I left my ter-
minal to go to the food court, and 
when I went back through security 
they stopped me because of my bag. 
After claiming it, they told me about 
my real metal ninja stars that I had 
left in my bag that were a grooms-
man's gift for my brother's wedding 
the week before. I ended up missing 
my flight, getting arrested and hav-
ing to go through the entire criminal 
process not only in port security, but 
later being transported to Queens 
Detention Facility in New York. Af-
ter 16 hours, I finally got released 
with no phone or wallet, but only a 
one swipe bus and metro pass, and 
had to find my way back to the air-
port at 3 a.m. After finally making 
it back, I had to sleep in the airport 
until 6 a.m. to find another flight 
to Florida. Spirit Airlines also made 
me pay for another ticket, stating 
"It wasn't their fault I got arrested.” 
After that, I finally made it safe and 
sound to Florida.
Camden Johnson | Junior
Myself and three wingmates de-
cided to take a week-long camping 
trip to the southwest U.S. for spring 
break. We spent the duration of the 
week hiking and camping in Guada-
lupe Mountain National Park and 
Big Bend National Park in Texas. 
Boy, is that state dusty!
Since we were camping, we had 
no access to showers. And since we 
were in the hot and dry southwest-
ern U.S., we had no access to any 
body of water for bathing. Drink-
ing water was much too precious 
to clean our bodies with, leaving us 
with no choice but to be smelly and 
dirty for a week.
Unlike most spring breakers, I was 
not left with any tan lines. Instead, I 
had what I like to call “dirt lines” due 
to my socks. Don’t shower while hik-
ing in Texas for a week, and you get 
all of the benefits of a sun tan with-
out any of the negative skin damage!
echo@taylor.edu
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“Amalgamated” they have conglom-
erated to create a show that is great-
er than the sum of its parts.
echo@taylor.edu
Seniors celebrate their works of art





Making melodies for a lifetime through music
Mysteries and monsters uncovered in supernatural novel ‘The Assault’
Elizabeth Carrier
Staff Writer
Photograph provided by Ruth Flores-Orellana
The story behind the 
“Amalgamated” exhibition
Abigail Sandy’s senior 
recital marked by passion
A review of suspense 
novel “The Assault”
(L to R) Seniors Isaac Beaverson, Izzy Spitz and Nick Yonce have artwork in “Amalgamated.”
Senior Abigail Sandy combines her 
faith and love for music for her recital.
Are you prepared for a breathtaking suspense novel?
Senior Jacie Smeltzer works on art for the exhibition.
6A&E
Dictionary.com defines amalgamated 
as: “to mix or merge so as to make a 
combination; blend; unite; combine.”
The senior design show “Amalgam-
ated” is the merging of 11 students’ 
unique work into one display. This 
show is a celebration of Taylor’s grad-
uating illustration and graphic design 
majors. In this capstone project, stu-
dents create their brand, their portfo-
lios and their displays for this event.
Senior Leslie Clouse will be dis-
playing her personal brand that she 
named “Lesco.”
“It’s a nickname that stuck and now 
I call it my brand,” Clouse said. “With-
in my personal brand I wish to capture 
delicate, authentic details found in de-
sign and photography. I am passionate 
about beauty in people and products, 
desiring to leave lasting impact on 
those who encounter my work.”
These design students are mov-
ing on to pursue different careers 
through their studies as artists.
Senior Ryan Bartz has a job lined up 
at a small publishing company called 
Child1st Publications in Grand Rap-
ids, Michigan, that creates school-
books for struggling learners.
Countless hours have been put into 
these displays and portfolios. This 
show is something they have been 
looking forward to since their fresh-
man year.
A lot of work has also been put into 
coordinating the event itself. Seniors 
Isaac Beaverson (design team coor-
dinator), Rae Kinsel (project manag-
er) and Izzy Spitz (exhibition team 
coordinator) have worked hard to put 
together a great show for themselves 
and their friends.
“I am honored to coordinate this 
show for my friends,” Kinsel said, “They 
are incredibly gifted, hard-working 
and dedicated. They deserve to have 
the show they have envisioned for the 
past four years. If I can help make that 
happen, all the worries and stresses 
leading up will have been worth it.”
Kinsel has been the project manag-
er for this show and will also be dis-
playing her own work.
Kinsel says these students have 
worked through four years of cri-
tiques, doubts and celebrations to-
gether, and thinks this show will be 
the perfect start to the next chapters 
of their lives.
The reception for “Amalgamated” 
will be today from 7 to 9 p.m. in the 
Metcalf Gallery and the work will be 
displayed until April 20.
These artists all have their own 
unique styles but in the spirit of 
April 6, 2018 FRIDAY
Senior Abigail Sandy’s life is marked 
by a love of music.
Sandy has been singing ever since 
she can remember. Because her mom 
was a junior high and high school 
choir teacher, she had little choice, 
but she loves singing and wants to 
always hold onto it in some form. Al-
though her main passion is singing, 
Sandy learned to play the guitar, pia-
no and clarinet.
Sandy first heard of Taylor at a lo-
cal college fair and participated in 
CRAM. She knew Taylor was the place 
for her. Four years later, she will reach 
the pinnacle of achievement with her 
senior recital.
Her senior recital reflects the 
growth she has experienced and is 
the result of all of her study, practice 
The Harbingers series is designed 
almost like a TV show. 
Each author writes from one 
character’s point of view, and each 
novella both has its own story arch 
and fits into a larger story arch of 
the whole series.
The suspense novel “The Assault” 
(Cycle Two of the Harbingers se-
ries) by Bill Myers, Frank Peretti, 
Angela Hunt and Alton Gansky 
picks up where Cycle One, “Invita-
tion,” left off. 
Myers begins the book by send-
ing the team to Rome. Brenda Bar-
nick can occasionally predict the 
future through art. Bjorn “Tank” 
Christenson can occasionally heal 
through God’s power. Andi Gold-
stein is an analyst and can see pat-
terns and connections where most 
people wouldn’t see anything. Pro-
fessor McKinney is an atheist and 
former priest who prioritizes logic. 
Through these characters, this 
book opens a way for discussions 
of the Bible and the Gospel mes-
sage; however, it also leans into 
seemingly supernatural powers 
A&E Events
“Sandy said she has grown in her faith a lot 
during the past four years and attributes that 
growth to her participation different choirs and 
music activities.”
Making melodies for a lifetime through 
music
Photograph provided by Wikimedia
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Photograph provided by Kathy Bruner
and preparation. It is a milestone for 
Sandy and her musical career. 
“(A senior recital) is kind of this big 
culmination of all the work that has 
been happening over the past four 
years of our lives,” said senior Alyssa 
Henrikson, Sandy’s friend and a music 
education major. “Senior recitals are 
really cool and fun and a big showcase 
of the hard work that has been put in…
(Sandy) is extremely hard working 
and very dedicated and has just put 
so much into the music department 
even though she is just a minor.”
Sandy has been extremely active in 
the music department, especially in 
the Taylor Chorale and Sounds. The 
chorale is made up of about 52 singers 
and from those 16 are selected by au-
dition to participate in Taylor Sounds.
With these groups, Sandy has trav-
eled both in the United States and 
abroad, including a trip to Greece 
during her sophomore year.
“I have known (Sandy), of course, 
since she was a freshman when she 
came into the Taylor Chorale,” said 
Professor of Music JoAnn Rediger 
said. “So, we’ve traveled together and 
rehearsed together.”
Rediger said Sandy holds all the 
qualities for a great ensemble singer 
with her musical talent, cooperative 
spirit and her desire to share her mu-
sic with other people. Sandy’s work 
ethic and talent makes Sandy a val-
ued member of both the Taylor Cho-
rale and the Taylor Sounds.
Sandy said she has grown in her 
faith a lot during the past four years 
and attributes that growth to her par-
ticipation different choirs and mu-
sic activities.
“Specifically, through doing Cho-
rale and Sounds, I’ve learned a lot 
about connecting with God and wor-
shiping him through all different sorts 
of mediums and different types of mu-
sic,” Sandy said. “That is definitely the 
way I connect with Him the most.”
Rediger hopes students come and 
celebrate Sandy’s achievement and 
knows those who attend will enjoy 
what is going to be a great show.
Sandy will share her talent with 
the Taylor community on Saturday, 
April 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall 
through her senior recital.
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and abilities some Christians may 
struggle with.
In Rome, Professor McKinney, 
Brenda and her adopted son Dan-
iel, Tank and Andi find themselves 
in the midst of danger unlike any-
thing on this planet. Animals have 
been dying without cause, and now 
they have a clue — a scroll the Vat-
ican was very interested in. 
But it is hard to know who to trust 
when taxi drivers take you where 
you need to go, rather than asking 
for your preferred destination.
A few months after their trip 
to Rome, Peretti brings the team 
to Florida, where fish and birds 
have been dying again by no obvi-
ous means. But it’s not the deaths 
that gathered them together — it’s 
Andi. She’d been hospitalized be-
cause she was seeing things and 
hearing voices. A search for the 
cause of Andi’s ailment leads the 
team to floating orbs, near death 
experiences, and an organization 
called The Gate. 
Hunt picks up the story a few 
days after the resolution of Per-
etti’s novella and deals with the 
aftermath. For once, the team has 
a chance to study, learn and try to 
get one step ahead of The Gate and 
their plans for world domination. 
But can they truly learn as much 
as they need to if Andi continues 
to struggle with the effects of the 
death and destruction around her? 
As she studies the orb they col-
lected in their previous encounter, 
she also spends time with a thera-
pist, trying to get back to her nor-
mal self. Unfortunately, the orb she 
has been studying has not been 
dormant and the situation prompt-
ly escalates.
Finally, Gansky brings this collec-
tion to a close by taking the team 
to a fancy retirement party in Cal-
ifornia. Their purpose there soon 
becomes apparent as fog fills the 
streets and monstrous creatures 
prey on the lives of those unlucky 
enough to be at ground level. The 
team must race against the fog to 
find it’s connection to The Gate be-
fore the creatures reach the fiftieth 
floor of the building.
Readers who enjoy supernatu-
ral thrillers would enjoy this book. 
There can be some graphic scenes 
and descriptions of creatures and 
monsters, but there is always hope 















draws 800,000 to D.C.
Tiffany Rogers
Contributor  
On Feb. 14, 





fatally shot 14 
students and 
three facul-
ty members at Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas High School (MSD). In six 
minutes and 20 seconds, with an AR–
15, the community of Parkland — my 
home — would never be the same.
Before Feb. 14, names such as 
Alex Wind, Cameron Kasky and So-
fie Whitney had years of memories 
attached to them, mainly revolving 
around the theatre camp we all at-
tended. Before Feb. 14, Douglas was 
just a place where my friends went to 
school and that I frequented for plays, 
fundraisers and thespian festivals. 
But on that Wednesday, around 2:30 
p.m. when I opened Twitter, I became 
quickly confused and concerned. My 
first thoughts were “Who brought 
something to school that looked like 
a gun?” and “It must just be a threat,” 
but sadly, I was wrong.
Over the next few hours, I texted ev-
eryone I knew that was stuck inside 
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“I seem to always find myself face-to-face with  
only rinds of either cantaloupe or pineapple.  
Every. Single. Time.”
Letter to the editor
Refocusing 
missions locally
Why ‘March for Our Lives’?“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, 
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Our View
the school, tearfully called my mom 
and Douglas alumni and prayed that 
the shooter would be caught. The day 
designed for love and appreciation 
morphed into a day of death and trag-
edy. But, through this tragedy, I saw my 
friends and those I would soon know 
emerge with strong voices of change, 
passion and the drive to make sure this 
would happen #NeverAgain. Names 
such as David Hogg, Emma Gonzalez 
and my very own friend Cameron Kasky 
were plastered across headlines, receiv-
ing both praise and hate from the Amer-
ican people. Rumors that these students 
were “crisis actors” began to circulate, 
and while “thoughts and prayers” were 
given by politicians and our President, 
people began to forget about the Park-
land shooting, but not for long.
Just days after the Parkland shoot-
ing, students from Douglas organized 
a movement called “March for Our 
Lives” that would take place on March 
24. The movement included a march 
in Washington D.C. along with what 
would soon be 800 marches across 
the globe. The purpose of the march 
revolved around three main things: ed-
ucation on gun violence statistics for 
mass shootings and in communities 
like Chicago and Baltimore, stricter gun 
control and proper background checks 
and finally, getting assault weapons 
such as the AR–15 off the streets.
I was lucky enough to head to Wash-
ington D.C. to participate in the March 
for Our Lives, and was faced with 
beauty and torment all in one place. 
Arriving three hours before the event, I 
had the ability to meet people standing 
around me, some who traveled across 
the country to show their support.
We stood for hours, waiting for the 
incredible lineup of speakers and art-
ists, including Lin Manuel Miranda 
and Ben Platt, Miley Cyrus and Zion 
Kelly. When the event began, and the 
800,000+ of us shouted, cried and 
stood together in power, it was a feel-
ing like none other. Speakers such as 
11-year-old Naomi Wadler and 9-year-
old Yolanda Renee King, Martin Lu-
ther King Jr.’s granddaughter, spoke 
with eloquence and power, calling for 
change, and had no intention of mak-
ing people comfortable with the cur-
rent state of our country.
Sam Fuentes, a survivor of the 
shooting, performed an original poem. 
She vomited halfway through due to 
emotion, continued the poem and 
then conducted us in singing “Hap-
py Birthday” for Nicholas Dworet, a 
victim who would’ve been 18 that day. 
Emma Gonzalez stood silently for six 
minutes and 20 seconds to show us 
how long those minutes felt.
Though the march ended, the 
movement has not. Students from 
MSD joined with students in inner-city 
schools are continuing to speak out 
against gun violence, and do their 
part to change the world. March 24 
was not the end, it was the beginning.
echo@taylor.edu
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The Daytona team hangs on the beach with locals.
All kinds of missions experiences can 
be meaningful. Nevertheless, there 
is a disconnect if we fail to recog-
nize the importance of local, long-
term missions.
What did you do over spring break? 
One hundred twenty members of the 
Taylor community went on Taylor 
World Outreach-sponsored mission 
trips, participating in evangelism, 
construction, teaching and other 
service-activities in locations from 
Indianapolis to Ayacucho, Peru, to 
Vladimir, Russia.
It’s easy to romanticize a week in 
Russia over a week in Indianapolis — 
not to invalidate either experience or 
the opinion of those who prefer Indi-
anapolis. A lot of questions have been 
addressed in Christian thought on 
short-term missions, international 
missions, evangelism, imperialism and 
more, and our weekly Editorial Board 
meeting was lively as we discussed it.
So we pose the question: in the af-
termath of spring break, and spring 
break mission trips, how can we re-
focus our attention toward missions 
where we currently are?
Many of us have heard socio-eco-
nomic statistics on Grant County — 
for example, our county has one of the 
highest poverty rates (20.3 percent) in 
the state. There are a lot of places in 
need, and one of them is right where 
we are. And it’s not just that this field 
is important because it’s close by; it is 
also easier to build trust with those 
with whom we share cultural norms.
This applies to how we think about 
impactful international missions, too. 
The way to make a Kingdom impact in 
a community is through the cultiva-
tion of relationships, which happens 
in the long-term. Associate Profes-
sor of Sustainable Development Phil 
Grabowski commented on his six 
years in Malawi as it relates to relation-
ships and missions as bridge-building.
“On a short-term mission trip you 
can establish that link, say, ‘Oh we vis-
ited so-and-so who’s there long-term, 
or who’s from there,’” Grabowski said. 
“Having those relationships to break 
down those barriers — I think that’s 
what I see as God’s kingdom work.”
This idea can make domestic mis-
sions impactful in a different way. 
One of the purposes of internation-
al missions trips is for individuals to 
distinguish their faith from their own 
culture, which is also incredibly valu-
able. Domestic mission trips may of-
fer another kind of opportunity.
“While international trips are an 
amazing experience, I think domes-
tic trips have just as much to offer,” 
said spring break missions co-direc-
tor and junior Josie Luptak. “The do-
mestic teams do not take as much 
time to adapt to their surround-
ings, as they are usually very famil-
iar. There is less of a language barrier 
and an ease in communication. These 
teams can jump right in, understand 
how they are needed, and make 
fast relationships.”
This week, we encourage you to 
think about the various needs of com-
munities in Grant County, or in Indi-
anapolis or in your hometown, and 
how there might be less barriers from 
the start.
There is nuance in everything, of 
course. Even the language we use — 
for example, calling a domestic trip 
a “mission trip” — can make acts of 
service down the road seem “exotic,” 
added Grabowski. So it’s not neces-
sarily a question of prioritization, as 
much as it is a reflection on what we 
can be doing here in Indiana, and how 
domestic missions differs.
Professor of Anthropology Robert 
Priest commented that greater need 
overseas may invite prioritized at-
tention, but that knowledge ought 
to underpin all kinds of mis-
sions engagements.
“I don’t think one is ‘better’ than the 
other, but rather that they are both 
so in demand,” Luptak said. “We need 
believers acting here and across seas!”
This week, consider what it means 
to be active here in Indiana.
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Dear Editor,
Before continuing, it is important for me to note that I am talking about utopia on this earth before the second 
coming of Christ. Now we all know that Utopia is the perfect world, but do we know what that means? Do we mean 
that it is a perfect world for all people?
If this is the case, then there would have to be a massive number of people who would be willing to do the me-
nial and sometimes frankly disgusting jobs. There are few people who want to shovel human waste and few people 
who want to be in charge of cleaning up other people’s garbage. Then someone may argue that Utopia, then, is when 
people all are willing to submit themselves for the good of the community. If this is the case, then Utopia cannot be 
a perfect world for everyone, since people have to give up what they want to do (i.e. their idea of perfection) for the 
good of the community. However, many people make the tragic mistake in their logic that if Utopia were to happen, 
they would certainly be able to go about and do as they like. The point that I am making is that Utopia as we define 
it both the first time where everyone can do anything how they like is bad because then there would be vital things 
that could not get done. The second point I am making is that Utopia is bad the second time because people cannot 




I first off would like to thank The Echo and its staff for the story a couple weeks back on information about Dashi 
vs Deli, the poll and other information on our food. Finding out about the Hodson Dining Commons and LaRita Boren 
Campus Center’s new plans have been helpful to find in The Echo.
I do, however, believe there is a detail being overlooked in our dining experience that I have never been able to ful-
ly appreciate of Taylor for the year and a half I have been here. And that is the lack of fruit.
I walk into the Dining Commons and fill my white-scratched plate with meat and lettuce, and move on over to the 
fruit section. I seem to always find myself face-to-face with only rinds of either cantaloupe or pineapple. Every. Sin-
gle. Time. When I go over to the section holding bananas, they are all a bright, sickly green color that I decide is not 
worth trying to smash up.
I guess my question is how we are supposed to get our daily intake of fruits when all we are left with is bananas even 
monkeys would wait to eat and the rinds of only one fruit. While I fully acknowledge that the Dining Commons staff 
has no say in the type of fruit we have, I therefore direct my question to the head of dining services in wondering how 




March for Our Lives was organized by the students of Marjory 
Stoneman Douglas High School, and it drew what some estimate was 
the largest crowd in the history of Washington, D.C. protests.
Demonstrators from across the nation 
poured onto the streets of D.C. on March 
24 supporting common sense gun reform 
and students’ right to not be afraid.
Photograph provided by Tiffany Rogers
Photograph provided by Taylor World Outreach
Senior Jen Cline served this spring 
break in Houston helping post-
hurricane rebuilding efforts.
Photograph provided by Lauren Drogo
Photograph provided by Tiffany Rogers
Kassidy Weemhoff
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Over 2,000 points scored in her ca-
reer. She scored 810 points in one sea-
son. She scored 41 points in one game. 
She’s not finished either. 
Junior Kendall Bradbury, who is a 
forward on the women’s basketball 
team, ended her stellar junior season 
with an impressive accomplishment.
Bradbury was named a NAIA First-
Team All-American on March 15.
Getting to this point has been an up-
hill journey for Bradbury. In her fresh-
man season, she received an NAIA 
Honorable Mention All-American. In 
her sophomore season, she made the 
NAIA Third-Team All-American team.
“For team sports to be successful, 
people (have) to play important roles 
on the team and (Bradbury’s) role is 
to score for us,” said head coach Jody 
Martinez. “Fortunately for (Bradbury), 
when you score points, you get a lot of 
recognition. It’s a credit to her team to 
give her the ball, but it’s also a credit 
to (Bradbury’s) work ethic and just her 
skill level. She’s a very good ball player.”
Ever since Bradbury came to Taylor, 
she has been a star for the Trojans. In 
her freshman season, she led the team 
in points per game at 18.6, rebounds at 
235 and 3-pointers made at 55.
In her sophomore season, she ranked 
third in the nation in points per game 
at 21.5 and ranked 17th in rebounds per 
game at 9.5. Her numbers increased 
this year, as she averaged 23.1 points 
per game and 10.2 rebounds per game.
“She can score inside and outside, but 
she has a very high IQ for the game of 
basketball,” Martinez said. “A lot of kids 
are developed to play one certain spot, 
one certain position, but Kendall can 
play all five. That’s how skilled she is.”
Bradbury’s numbers show just how 
versatile she can be. Her 3-point per-
centage is not excellent, but she aver-
ages 31.4 percent from behind the arc 
in her career and also has averaged 9.1 
rebounds per game.
Bradbury recognizes how versatile 
she is and knows teams can have a 
difficult time preparing for her.
“I think a lot of coaches struggle 
with what kind of defender they put 
on me in general because I’m not a 
guard, but I’m not a forward,” Brad-
bury said. “I’m just so versatile that I 
can shoot but I can also get to the bas-
ket; I have a quick enough first step.”
Around this time last year, Brad-
bury was actually struggling with the 
desire to play basketball. 
The game was not fun for her any-
more, and the joy behind it was not 
there. While she was improving her 
game, she did not feel the same about 
the game.
“If I’m being completely honest, bas-
ketball wasn’t fun for me anymore 
this time last year,” Bradbury said. 
“All the honors and everything, those 
were great, but my heart just wasn’t 
in basketball anymore.”
Thanks to Martinez, Bradbury 
refound her passion and desire to 
play basketball. 
Remembering that basketball is 
a game and a sport to have fun in is 
something Bradbury relearned be-
cause of Martinez.
While this is a big accomplishment, 
Bradbury is still hungry for more. Her 
goals for this season included win-
ning the Crossroads League Player of 
the Year and the NAIA Player of the 
Year. She did not accomplish either 
of those goals, so those two goals will 
be left for her senior season.
Martinez said Bradbury will be 
the player opponents continue to 
try and contain next year; however, 
these goals will still be set for her in 
her last year as a Trojan.
Bradbury took time to rest this 
March and did not practice basket-
ball or focus on basketball, and she’s 
Softball collects two more wins; now holds a four game winning streak




Taylor softball improved to 13–7 over-
all and 7–5 in conference play with 
a pair of wins over Bethel on Friday, 
March 30.
The offense was blistering for the 
Trojans as they raced out to an 18–0 
victory in game one, followed by a 7–1 
win in game two.
The Trojans burst out of the gate 
to the tune of an 11–0 lead at the 
close of the first inning, led by senior 
shortstop Cassie Kuizin’s lead-off 
home run. Freshman first baseman 
Lauren Kanai added a grand slam, 
followed by junior outfielder Hannah 
Castor’s three-run homer.
Kuizin tacked on another grand 
slam in the second, while the Trojans 
added another three runs in the third, 
giving them the run-rule victory.
In game two, Bethel struck first, but 
that lead was short lived, as Kanai hit 
a solo homer in the second to knot 
the score at one apiece. Taylor took 
the lead on a run by Kuizin thanks to 
junior outfielder Courtney Moriarty’s 
sacrifice fly.
The Trojans blitzed the Pilots with 
Junior pitcher and outfielder Courtney 
Moriarity scored one run against Bethel.
Photograph by Brad Timmerman
Bradbury caps off dominant season
Photograph by Brad Timmerman
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five runs in the seventh inning to take 
home the 7–1 victory.
“I think just building off each oth-
er’s hitting, because hitting is con-
tagious as they say, and I think that 
really showed,” Kanai said.
The Trojans may be on a four-game 
win streak, but their season has had 
its fair share of difficulties as well.
Taylor’s in-game experience has 
been cut short due to the unseason-
al weather plaguing the Midwest.
“We had a slow start,” said sopho-
more pitcher Darby Shaw. “A lot of 
our preseason games got canceled. 
The weather hasn’t been the best, but 
we’re starting to finally click.”
Junior forward Kendall Bradbury is hoping to be the NAIA Player of the Year and Crossroads League Player of the Year next season.
Trojans claim tournament victory




The Taylor men’s golf team earned a 
convincing victory at the TPC Deere 
Run Invitational in Silvis, Illinois, last 
weekend. The victory was the Trojans’ 
first of the spring season.
The No. 13 Trojans bested 22 other 
teams by recording a team score of 576, 
10 strokes better than second-place 
finisher No. 10 Northwestern Ohio.
Taylor was led by junior Alec Dut-
kowski, who claimed a share in the 
individual tournament champion-
ship with Iowa Western Community 
College’s Tom Westenberger by shoot-
ing a two-day total of 139. The victory 
was Dutkowski’s third of the year and 
sixth of his collegiate career.
Dutkowski’s performance earned 
him the NAIA Golfer of the Week honor 
as well as his second consecutive Cross-
roads League Golfer of the Week honor.
Head coach Cam Andry and senior 
Trey Turner both praised Dutkowski’s 
ability to maintain mental toughness 
and focus while playing, despite any 
external influences such as weather. 
Dutkowski recognized this ability and 
established it as a strength of the rest 
of the team as well.
“We (are) able to bear down and ac-
cept whatever the conditions are, day 
in, day out,” Dutkowski said. “We love 
to compete, so if it’s snowing or if it’s 
sunny, we’re going to go out and com-
pete our hardest and see where that 
puts us on the leaderboard.”
Dutkowski was not the only Tro-
jan to perform well, despite winds 
gusting as high as 40 miles per hour, 
according to Andry.
Senior Mitch Lamping earned a 
share of fourth place in the tourna-
ment by shooting 143, while Turn-
er turned in a 145, good for a share 
of 12th place. Junior Jeremy Ray and 
senior Nick Waskom rounded out 
the Trojans’ scorecard by recording 
scores of 149 and 152, respectively.
“The first day, I played really (well),” 
Turner said. “I shot 68, but I felt like 
it could have been better. . . . The 
second day, I hit the ball really well. 
I hit 13 greens, which is really good 
in that wind.”
The Trojans have seen steady im-
provement throughout their season. 
They began the spring schedule by 
finishing fourth at the San Antonio 
Shootout before improving to second 
place at the Purgatory Intercollegiate.
The victory at the TPC Deere 
Run Invitational gives the team the 
Photographs provided by Cam Andry
Senior Mitch Lamping and junior Alec Dutkowski were essential  
pieces to the men’s golf team winning the TPC Deere Run Invitational.
“These guys know what they need to do. I’m just 
like, ‘What color Gatorade do you guys want?’”
Trojans claim tournament victory
Ivanhoes is proud to sponsor the echo’s Athletes of the Week!
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According to Kanai, in order for the 
Trojans to attain national recognition, 
they have to win most of their games 
from here on out.
Head coach Brad Bowser empha-
sized the importance of playing free 
and relaxed in pressure situations. 
The team believes this mindset will be 
key for them entering the stretch run 
of the season and into the postseason.
Shaw said the Trojans are trying to 
stay in a rhythm despite many of their 
games being canceled.
Taylor continues its season today 
with a doubleheader at Grace begin-
ning at 3 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu
confidence they need to continue im-
proving as they head into the home-
stretch of the season.
Andry noted the team’s experience 
will serve them well as they advance 
deeper into the season. The veter-
an golfers will have familiarity with 
some of the courses they will be play-
ing on, including the courses hosting 
looking forward to start training for 
next year and improving her skills.
echo@taylor.edu
the Crossroads League Championship 
and the NAIA National Championships.
“These guys know what they need to 
do,” Andry said. “I’m just like, ‘What 
color Gatorade do you guys want?’”
Taylor returns to action Monday, 
April 9, competing in the Redhawk 
Spring Invitational in Athens, Alabama.
echo@taylor.edu
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